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Welcome to the 19th edition of Motoring 
Classics. I’m conscious it would have 
been numerically neater if we’d waited 
until issue 20 to increase the number 
of pages from the previous 16 to, well, 
20, but we were in a hurry to deliver 
more to our reader. 

Like me, you probably associate cir-
cuits such as Silverstone and Brands 
Hatch with motorsport and Bexhill with 
sand and sea. In which case the fact 
that that pleasant Sussex resort gave 
birth to motorsport in the UK may come 
as something of a shock – discover 
more on P.14-15. While on the subject 
of pioneering, the history of aviation at 
Farnborough and Britain’s first aviator, 
the colourful and outrageously talented 
S.F. Cody, are inextricably linked and 
equally full of surprises – see P.12-13 
for an insight into that story.

Classic motorsport is never far from 
our thoughts and in this edition we 
bring you up-to-date with the travails of 
BMH’s racing Managing Director, and 
deliver a profile of renowned marque 
specialists, MG Motorsport. It’s hard to 
credit, but Ford’s original racing super-
car, the GT40, is 50 years old this year 
and we pay tribute to this automotive 
icon with a few factoids that might just 
have evaded you to date. 

Our Classic Character is Tony Crook, 
a man who will be best remembered 
for his years of devotion to the Bristol 
marque and his considerable racing 
prowess, while this edition’s Missing 
Moniker is Frazer Nash – the marque 
behind the wheel of which Crook  
delivered many of his best results.

Add talk on trademarks, automotive 
art and BMH’s appointment as a  
distributor of VP’s range of ethanol 
free-fuels (bet that’s got your atten-
tion!) and there is hopefully something 
in here for everybody.

Happy reading!

 
 
 

Gordon Bruce 
Editor
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Visiting MG Motorsport for the first 
time, one can’t help wondering 
how such a renowned multi-faceted  
business can operate in so relatively 
small an area. It doesn’t. That first 
bespoke wooden workshop leads to 
another and another in true Tardis-like 
fashion, slowly revealing the secrets of 
24 years of organic growth.

The company’s amiable owner/founder 
Doug Smith, started life as a civil en-
gineer and was selling construction 
equipment in the Middle East when 
two of his fellow villagers, Colin Pearcy 
and Martin Dell, persuaded him to start  
racing - a pastime he then pursued 
with relative success from 1984 to 
1996 aboard a self-prepared Sebring 
MGC. By 1990 he’d used the knowl-
edge gained to create an alloy-bodied 
Sebring evocation for somebody lucky 
enough to own one of the original 
Works examples. This inspired a simi-
lar request from a second customer 
and MG Motorsport crept into being 
almost by accident. 

In those days the firm also offered 
high ratio steering racks and uprated 
torsion bars for the C, since when the 
range has mushroomed to include kits 
for: triple Webers; twin electric cooling 
fans; five-speed gearboxes; and ball-
joint front suspension. MG Motorsport 
also supplies replacement front floors 
and engine push-rods for the MGC to 
much of the trade as well as private 
customers. Myriad MGB and some 
MGA race and road parts are also on 
offer; sales of which are split approxi-
mately 50/50 between the UK and the 
rest of the world – the company has 
customers in America and Australia as 
well as much of Europe.

The rebuilding side of the business 
has continued apace too and the tally  
currently comprises a further 14 Se-
bring MGC replicas; 8 MGC roadsters; 
7 MGC GTs; 13 MGB roadsters; 2 MGB 
GTs; 3 MGB V8s; and an astonishing 
39 MGB FIA specification race cars – 
oh, and a Tornado Talisman FIA racer. 
The best known of the FIA MGBs is 

undoubtedly the red example reserved 
for Doug’s 34 year old son Tom Smith 
who, when he’s not working in the  
family business, has a habit of winning 
on the race track – some 82 times out 
of 130 in 14 years according to his 
father.

As the company name suggests, MG 
work is the priority, but the four full-
time staff (a fifth is currently being 
sought) regularly turn their hands to  
other marques and models including 
Healey 3000s, TRs, Minis and  
Lotus Elans. For further information 
on all the above and more, log onto  
www.mgmotorsport.com. 

Follow us on:

@MotoringClassic

Motoring Classics

Above: This highly evocative 1950s shot shows a D-Type Jaguar on test in Farnborough’s 24ft wind 
tunnel. Photo – FAST Museum 
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Le Mans 1966
With three of its cars way ahead of the 
chasing pack, Ford attempted to mastermind 
a dead heat for optimum publicity. Folklore 
says that the organisers declared McLaren 
and Amon the winners because their car 
had travelled furthest in the 24 hours. 
Not so! Such detail would have mattered 
had the dead heat worked. The truth is 
the McLaren/Amon and Miles/Hulme cars 
were indeed side by side coming up to the 
finish, when McLaren couldn’t resist tick-
ling the throttle of car No.2 to cross the 
line first. This cruelly denied Ken Miles the 
unique treble of Daytona, Sebring and Le 
Mans in the same year and he sadly died 
two months later testing the J Car at the 
Riverside circuit, California.

Above: A twitch of the throttle was all it took for Bruce 
McLaren to destroy Ford’s plan for a dead heat and win 

the 1966 Le Mans race. Photo – Maurice Rowe

Above: Ron Hickman’s design for a Le Mans winner, that morphed into  
the Lotus Europa. Photo – Lotus Cars
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What might have been
When Ford decided to build an endurance 
racer to challenge Ferrari in its own back 
yard, it sought British engineering exper-
tise and Cooper, Lotus and Lola were all 
considered as possible partners. Though 
a World Champion constructor, Cooper 
didn’t meet all Ford’s criteria, while it is 
said Colin Chapman insisted on the project 
being seen as a Lotus rather than Ford 
one. So, the Blue Oval signed up Lola’s 
Eric Broadley. Less well chronicled is that 
Lotus designer Ron Hickman had penned 
a design especially for the meeting with 
Ford. Chapman liked it and decided Lotus 
would produce a version themselves. You 
will remember it - it was called Europa!

1

2

Studying its timeless curves, it is hard to credit that Ford’s legendary GT40 is currently  
celebrating its 50th birthday. The story of its evolution and development into a four-time  
Le Mans winner is pretty well known, but here we pay tribute to this automotive icon with five 
factoids that may just have passed you by:

What prompted Ford 
to build the MKIV?
At the time the GT40 was conceived, no 
American car or driver had ever won Le 
Mans. Wealthy privateer Briggs Cunningham 
had come the closest to evoking such a 
victory, with cars of his manufacture com-
ing third in both 1953 and 1954. Breaking 
this duck was Henry Ford’s prime task for 
his racing supercar, so you might think the 
historic MKII win of 1966 ticked all the Blue 
Oval’s boxes. Not so. Firstly, the MKII was 
basically a GT40 with a bigger engine and 
therefore considered by many as a British 
rather than American car. Secondly the 
winning drivers were both New Zealanders! 
Hence the alloy honeycomb-chassied MKIV 
that was conceived and built entirely in the 
USA and driven to victory at Le Mans 1967 
by the all American team of Dan Gurney and 
A J Foyt. Job done!

Two existing cars  
influenced the  
design of the GT40
Though Eric Broadley’s Lola MK6 fin-
ished the 1963 Le Mans race in the 
sleepers at The Esses, it had shown 
considerable promise. Among those 
who’d been impressed were the 
Ford contingent en route to the UK 
to find a partner for the Blue Oval’s 
own embryo Le Mans campaign – 
hence the aforementioned meeting 
with Broadley and the subsequent 
purchase of his expertise and two 
of his three MK6s. Less has been 
written about the other design that 
had at least some influence on the 

GT40 – the Mustang I. The man  
responsible for its chassis design 
and creation of the two concept 
cars in just 100 days was English-
man Roy Lunn, who was tasked with 
heading up the GT40 programme 
just a year later. The Mustang’s mid-
engined configuration, high nose, 
fixed seats and adjustable pedals 
were all features of at least the 
first prototype GT40. Others such 
as side ducting for rear-mounted  
radiators and pop-up headlamps 
were initially considered but  
designed out along the way. The 
first production car to wear the 
Mustang name was, of course, a 
horse of very different character.

What sparked Ford’s legendary 
partnership with Gulf?
The story of Gulf in motorsport dates back to the 
1930s and such American monsters as the Gulf-Miller 
Indianapolis contenders and Ab Jenkins’ Mormon Me-
teor record breakers. The period more familiar to most 
racing enthusiasts was born out of a 24-hour Ford test 
at Sebring in January 1966, to which a number of po-
tential customers were invited. Among their number 
was the diminutive, Vice-President of Gulf Oil, Grady 
Davis. He had raced Corvettes, but was so enthralled 
by his Sebring experience that he not only ordered a 
GT40 but invited Ford to submit a proposal for Gulf to 
sponsor its next racing programme. The rest, as they 
say, is history. While Davis’ car raced in Gulf’s corpo-
rate colours of deep blue and orange, the combina-
tion was considered too dark for the Works entries 
and the now iconic combination of powder blue and 
marigold was in fact the livery of the Wilshire Oil Com-
pany that Gulf acquired in 1960.
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Many more such facts and figures, plus  
numerous previously unseen images can be 
found in Haynes newly-published Manual on 
the GT40, that’s been written to coincide 
with the car’s 50th anniversary by Motoring 
Classics editor, Gordon Bruce.

Above: The immortal Works Gulf P/1075 en route to the first of its two  
Le Mans victories. Photo - Ford

Above: The Mustang I, some design cues from which were carried over into the GT40. Photo - FordAbove:  Ford MKIV – the first American car to win  
Le Mans. Photo – Ford  
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Having retained communication with 
OUMF’s enthusiastic co-ordinator 
and driving force, Ding Boston, BMH  
currently has two Oxford Brookes  
students on industrial placement. 
Their primary task is turning a 
54 year-old road car (which had 
been looking forward to a long and  
happy retirement!), into a fire breathing  
monster! Actually, a reasonably 
competitive HRDC (www.hrdc.org) 
Touring Greats race car is the  
intended outcome. This is no jolly for 
the lads, as it must satisfy both the 
practical and academic requirements 
of their university course, for which 
there is a lot of research and docu-
mentation required. The students, 
Jimmy Allen and Dominic Norman, 
will contribute to other BMH projects 
during any lulls in the A40 build. 

The practical progress to date has 
entailed weighing the car in standard 
form followed by a complete strip 
down and careful storage of the  
individual mechanical parts. The emp-
ty bodyshell has been sent to SPL 
Ltd (www.surfaceprocessing.co.uk)  
in Dudley, West Midlands 
for a total acid dip, so we 
can unearth the horror of our 
‘blind’ purchase. Our pre-dip  
examination suggested inner sills 
and some cosmetic finishing would 
be required, but the real truth will be 
revealed on its return in July. 

In the meantime work has com-
menced on the vehicle specification, 
combining the HRDC rule book with 
visits to various racing gurus who 
have volunteered to share their knowl-
edge with the boys. This is invaluable, 
and demonstrates a great willingness 
of the members of our industry to  
assist technical education without 
the expectation of anything in return. 
In addition we have a nascent ‘bill of  
material’, with outline costings and 
a detailed weight-saving ‘hit list’. 
Of more technical stature are the  
proposed suspension calculations 
and overall project document.

We’ll keep readers up-to-date with 
progress of the mighty A40 and give 
due warning of when it’s about to hit 
the tracks.

Having been spun out of the now de-
funct Rover Group and, more recent-
ly, BMW AG, BMH became the natural 
protector of all those wonderful  
British brands of yore, most of which 
no longer trade but are still prey to 
abuse by unscrupulous businesses 
looking to cash in on their heritage. 
The trademarks now owned by ei-
ther MG, Land Rover or BMW and for 
which BMH is the proprietor or licen-
see within the classic car market are:

Each of these brands has a particular 
identity that comprises qualities or 
values that are expressed via a variety 
of names, emblems etc and which 
together represent its history. For ex-
ample, in the case of MG, there is the 
MG name itself, the famous Octagon  
badge and model names such as 
MGB and Midget, while for Mini there 
is the Mini name in all its forms, the 
shield emblem, wings logo and even 
the shape of the original vehicle. 

On appropriate terms, they are all 
potentially available for use by British 
Motor Heritage Approved Specialists 
and other BMH licensees, but should 
not be used by others to identify their 
business, goods or services, unless 
they have first obtained an appropri-
ate licence from BMH. In fact, the 
area of control frequently extends 
beyond mere names and emblems, 
as trademarks can also be individual 
words, slogans, pictures and colours, 
or any combination of them all. Trade-
marks can even be the way a prod-
uct is presented or packaged, such 
as the design of a product label or 
box, and the subject can certainly be 
relevant to such merchandising items 
as model cars, T-shirts etc.

Infringement of copyright is another 
area of BMH’s responsibility and can 
concern logos, emblems, label and 
box designs, as well as advertise-
ment text and artwork, brochures, 
catalogues, manuals, parts lists, 
websites and even parts number-
ing systems – eg VP is a registered 
trademark of Vandervell Bearings.

All would-be licensees should contact 
British Motor Heritage who will put 
them in contact with the appropriate 
authority.

www.motoringclassics.co.uk   www.bmh-ltd.com

   

Managing Director John Yea reveals how the company  
is combining motorsport with student training

NEW

NEWSFROM
BMH

Unique is one of the most overused words in the English language, 
but definitely applies to British Motor Heritage (BMH), which has 
key roles in addition to the manufacture of replacement panels and 
bodyshells for British classic cars and the online supply of related 
parts and accessories.

Every so often British Motor Heritage (BMH) engages in a project a bit out of the ordinary,  
and I’m delighted to report that we have just commenced the build of an Austin A40 historic  
race car from an unsuspecting eBay purchase. The background concerns our links with the Oxford 
Universities Motorsport Foundation (www.oumf.org ) and Oxford Brookes University. This commenced in 
2006, when a student on placement with us was largely responsible for the build of the BMH racing MGB.

Top: the students survey the task ahead. Above: out 
comes the engine. Right: the bare shell is loaded for 
its journey to SPL

BMH    Manager  
of Marques &  
Trademarks 

Austin
Austin Healey
BMC
Heritage
MG
Mini (including 
Austin Cooper, 
Morris Cooper, 
Mini Cooper)
Morris
MOWOG

Nuffield
Riley
Rover
Special Tuning
Standard
Stanpart
Steelcraft
Triumph
Vanden Plas
Wolseley
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For a marque that was placed 
third at Le Mans and achieved 
victory in both the Targa Florio 
and Sebring 12 Hours, Fraz-
er Nash remains surprisingly  
off-radar for all but the ardent 
devotees of this fascinating 
manufacturer.
Its roots lay in GN, the cyclecar producer 
formed in 1910 by college pals H R God-
frey and Archibald Frazer-Nash. At its 
peak, the company was making 55 cars 
a month, but by 1921 the cyclecar boom 
had waned and the receiver called in. The 
founders went their separate ways – God-
frey to form Godfrey-Proctor and then 
HRG, and Frazer-Nash to build cars bear-
ing his own name.

The early Frazer Nashes were powered by 
Plus Power, Anzani, Meadows, Blackburne 
or Gough engines coupled to an uprated 
version of the proven GN transmission 

system, where drive to the rear axle was 
achieved by chain - one for each gear 
ratio. Light and effective, ‘chain gang’ 
Nashes quickly found success in trials, hill-
climbs, sprints, rallies and races. Balanc-
ing the books proved less easy, however 
and, following a period in receivership, the 
company re-emerged as AFN Ltd, and was 
restructured under former Frazer Nash 
salesman HJ (‘Aldy’) Aldington and his 
younger brother Donald. Archie departed 
in 1929 to form Nash & Thompson (the 
company that made the gun turrets for the 
Lancaster and other WWII aircraft), leaving 
AFN under the full control of Aldy, Donald 
and their other brother, Bill. By 1939, 
some 360 chain-drive models had been 
manufactured.

While competing in the 1934 Alpine Trial, 
Aldy had witnessed the merits of the BMW 
315 and secured the UK concession for 
BMW, rebadging the cars Frazer Nash-
BMW. By 1936 the offering had morphed 
into the immortal 328, and it was evolu-

tions of this that underpinned all the com-
pany’s post-war models. The best known 
is arguably the cycle-winged High Speed, 
which was rechristened Le Mans Replica 
following the magnificent third place finish 
of Aldy and Norman Culpan at La Sarthe 
in 1949. The same model annexed the 
1951 Targa Florio and beat all-comers at 
Sebring the following year. 

The fully enclosed Mille Miglia is viewed by 
many as the most handsome of all Frazer 
Nashes, and by some as the inspiration 
for the curves of the MGA. The last of c.85 
post-war productions was completed at 
the Falcon Works, Islington in 1957, by 
which time AFN had become the official 
UK importer of Porsche cars.

MISSING MONIKER

Above: MV 2013 was one of the quickest normally-aspirated 
Meadows-engined TT Replicas. Seen here flying up Shelsley in 

1932, it could lap Brooklands at 108mph. Photo – MPL, National 
Motor Museum. Below: the Mille Miglia is viewed by many as the 

most handsome of all Frazer Nashes. Photo – the Frazer Nash Car 
Club www.frazernash.co.uk 
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Frazer Nash
When Thomas Anthony Donald ‘Tony’ 
Crook passed away one month shy 
of his 94th birthday, the automotive 
world was robbed of one of its  
greatest characters.
His passion for motorsport was forged on the Sands 
of Southport at the age of six. He had been escorted 
to the racing there by a housemaid, following the 
death of his father - a wealthy Lancastrian collier. His 
debut occurred 19 years later in the so-called ‘Cock-
fosters Grand Prix’ sprint event, at the wheel of a 
Raymond Mays-prepared Frazer Nash-BMW. His first 
victory was achieved at Gransden Lodge the follow-
ing year, during Britain’s inaugural post-war circuit-
race meeting. He went on to compete with enviable 
success in some 400 hillclimbs, sprints and races 
(including the 1952 and 1953 British Grands Prix), 
most notably at the wheel of a succession of Frazer 
Nashes. Apart from being rendered unconscious 
by a cabbage at Snetterton he raced unscathed  
until 1955, when he was hospitalised by his Cooper  
colliding with Stirling Moss’s Porsche. At this point 
he opted to hang up his helmet.

Educated at Clifton College, Manchester and Cam-
bridge University, he served as a Flight Lieutenant in 
the RAF throughout the war. In 1947 he purchased a 
garage in Caterham, Surrey, from where he founded 
Anthony Crook Motors, dealers in the Aston Martin, 
Lagonda, Fiat, Simca and Bristol marques. The latter 
association shaped the rest of his life. He became 
a director of the company in 1960, assumed full  
control in 1973 and then left amid acrimony in 
2007, when he was reportedly locked out of the 

Kensington High Street showroom he had presided 
over for so long. An avid pilot, he had continued to 
commute between there and the Bristol factory long 
past the age where many surrender their driving  
licences, let alone flying ones. His association with 
the media made Sir Alex Ferguson look like its 

number one fan and the whole company was run un-
der a veil of relative secrecy. If you met his approval, 
he’d sell you a car, as he did to King Hussein, Tina 
Turner, Richard Branson, Bono and even Liam Gal-
lagher – Michael Winner was reputedly denied the 
privilege. Peter Sellers was on the OK list and not 
only used Crook to help satisfy many of his famous-
ly bizarre car-buying choices, but even insisted on 
owning the one-off Bristol 407 convertible Tony had 
specially commissioned for his own daughter, Carole. 

TONY CROOK (1920-2014)

Right: the man himself with a 
miniature Bristol 401.  
 
Below right: aboard a Frazer 
Nash Le Mans Replica, a 
model in which he enjoyed a 
great deal of success. Photos 
– Bristol Cars



Though I’ve had a very busy time 
on track recently, it’s mainly been 
about experiencing the low points 
of motor racing! The last report 
had us heading to Brands Hatch, 
with me finally getting some driver 
coaching. This duly happened, and 
in the damp conditions of free prac-
tice I could feel and see the benefit 
in the lap times, easily getting down 
to a low 59 seconds. But that’s as 
good as it got.

Qualifying on the Saturday morning 
was in clear, dry conditions but my 
time was over 1.5 seconds slower 
than on Friday, and only good 
enough for 13th on the grid. I had 
no explanation, but hoped to im-
prove in the first race. This proved 
forlorn and we ended up 9th and 
still way off Friday’s times. Grasp-
ing at straws we changed the final 
drive ratio for Sunday’s race. This 
resulted in 12th overall and a fast-
est lap of over a minute again. The 
mood on the drive home was black.

Inspection revealed there had been 
a serious vibration in the drive 
train, with lots of normally robust 
brackets broken. A strip revealed 
a scored bore and a crack in the 

steel crank. The only good news 
was that we found the latter before 
it broke and completely wrecked 
the engine. All was repaired for the 
AMOC meeting at Donington Park 
on June 7. The car now felt fantas-
tic and I managed to qualify 6th. 
The race is best forgotten though 
as, having secured 5th place at the 
start, I threw it all away on Lap 7 by 
spinning after running wide on the 
exit of Redgate corner. Two further 
spins through over enthusiasm re-
sulted in the car stalling and failing 
to restart – a welcome relief for all 
concerned.

We then entered an intense period 
with racing on three successive 
weekends. First off was the MG90 
event on the Silverstone Grand Prix 
circuit, with races on Saturday and 
Sunday. Qualifying was, yet again, 
underwhelming - 16th out of 43. A 
determined start to the first race 
got me up to 12th at the end of the 
first lap, which became 10th as the 
race progressed. On the Sunday I 
started in 10th when another good 
getaway saw me 8th at the end of 
the first lap. This became 7th fol-
lowing a retirement, whereupon 

I became locked in a battle with 
young Richard Woolmer in his Se-
bring Sprite. He finally got me on 
lap 7 by going down the inside into 
Stowe. On lap 9 he repeated the 
move on Mike Harris, leaving the 
three of us in very close company. 
At the start of Lap 11 they attempt-
ed to take Copse two abreast, and 
in the resulting confusion I retook 
Richard, but couldn’t quite get Mike, 
and finished under half a second 
behind. My fastest lap was over 5 
seconds quicker than my qualifying 
one, prompting some fairly pithy 
comments from engineer Ralph re-
garding driver (non)performance!

British Motor Heritage MD John Yea reports from the cockpit

Motoring Classics in

And so to the two-day AMOC meet-
ing at Brands Hatch, where Duncan 
Wiltshire delivered on his promise 
of last year with Saturday on the 
Indy circuit, but Sunday on the 
glorious Grand Prix circuit. On the 
Indy circuit I qualified 5th and best 
MGB in 58.8 seconds; my fastest 
ever time round there, and a clear 
demonstration that the May training 
had helped. I maintained my posi-
tion at the start, but unfortunately 
had a small collision with Pete 
Foster when entering Graham Hill 
bend side-by-side. This left me on 
the grass and I dropped back to 
8th - behind Nick Crewdson, who is 
always tricky to pass. I kept up the 
pressure though, and on Lap 16 he 
lost control through Paddock, let-
ting me through to 7th. I maintained 
this position to the end, resisting 
a fight back from Nick, and even 
managing the fastest lap in class. 

I was really looking forward to the 
Sunday session on the Grand Prix 
circuit, but was concerned that 15 
minutes qualifying time was pre-

cious little for a course that most 
of the field had never driven before. 
However, I knew it was fast and 
flowing, and managed to qualify 4th 
behind the three TR4s. I also felt 
comfortable and thought there was 
more to come. Unfortunately we 
will never know, as the engine oil 
pressure disappeared! 

The final race in the three weekend 
trilogy was the Le Mans Classic, 
where I was sharing Barry Sidery-
Smith’s famous ex-Works car. How-
ever his new engine lasted no long-
er than the Friday night practice 
session, when oil pump failure put 
us out - yet more disappointment. 
Normally we would have had my 
engine as a spare, but the Brands 
Hatch debacle had put paid to that. 
That’s motor racing for you!

ALL PHOTOS COURTESY  
OF DICKON SIDDALL
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For 109 years, the otherwise unremarkable town of Farnborough, Hants has been inextricably 
linked with the field of aviation, and no other location in the world has contributed so much to the 
development of aeronautical science. As we write it is hosting the UK’s premier air show and is 
where the flight recorders from Malaysian Airlines flight MH17 will reveal their sad secrets. The 
FAST museum encapsulates the remarkable story of this unrivalled centre of British ingenuity.

FROM CODY 
TO CONCORDE

FAST stands for Farnborough Air Sciences 
Trust – a voluntary body founded in 1993 
to safeguard the town’s (and the country’s) 
unique aviation heritage. The fascinating 
museum it has created, and continues to 
develop, is housed in and around one of the 
oldest remaining aerospace buildings in the 
world. It was constructed in 1907 by the 
Royal Engineers as the headquarters for 
their Balloon School. FAST has christened 
it Trenchard House, in honour of the ‘Father 
of the Royal Air Force’ Lord Trenchard, who 
operated from there when it was the head-
quarters of the Royal Flying Corps.

Surrounding the main building is an eclec-
tic selection of aircraft associated with 
Farnborough’s glorious past, they include: 
a Lightning; Hunter; Harrier; Jaguar; Puma 
and Gazelle helicopters; and GAF Jindivik 
drone complete with launch trolley. There is 
also a ‘live’ Trident cockpit. Inside are count-
less displays and artefacts relating to ‘Farn-
borough ‘firsts’ such as: airborne cameras; 

high altitude space suits; night vision aids; 
head-up cockpit displays; and examples of 
the original experiments into carbonfibre – not 
least the world’s first carbonfibre golf club.

There is also: a 1943 Whittle jet engine; de-
tails of Concorde’s development; cutaway 
of a Rolls-Royce Conway jet engine; small 
working wind tunnel; range of wind tunnel 
models; and a superb collection of model 
aircraft. The vast number of items is grow-
ing all the time, and of considerable edu-
cational value as well as general interest. 
Further into the Business Park are three 
listed buildings that contain no less than 
four historic wind tunnels – yet another area 
of expertise in which Britain led the world.

Adjacent to Trenchard House sits the Cody 
Pavilion that houses the extraordinary his-
tory of Britain’s first aviator, S.F. Cody, and 
a faithful full-size replica of the aircraft he 
flew into the history books in 1908, and 
that FAST created in time to celebrate 

the centenary of that historic flight. Other 
nearby tributes to Cody are a commemora-
tive statue of the great man and an alloy 
replica of the tree to which he famously 
tied his aeroplane when assessing the 
pulling power of its propeller. For further  
information on this fascinating museum see  
www.airsciences.org.uk.  

S.F. CODY  
THE FLYING COWBOY 
The story of Britain’s first aviator is an en-
thralling blend of fact and fiction. He called 
himself Samuel Franklin Cody and claimed 
to have been born in Texas in 1861. In 
fact, his real surname was Cowdery and 
he started life in Iowa in 1867. The con-
fusion emanated from his very deliberate 
plagiarism and exploitation of the image of 
William Frederick Cody (aka ‘Buffalo Bill’), 
complete with equivalent wild-west shows 
featuring white horses and shooting stunts. 
He brought these extravaganzas to Eng-
land in 1890 and spent the next 10 years 
developing the parallel skills of showman, 
actor and playwright.

Fascinated by flight, he then turned his attention 
to creating kites and, by adding wings to Har-
grave’s ‘Box’ design, made the first (and only) 
Channel crossing by a kite-towed boat in 1903. 
The Army, who had hitherto used balloons for 
reconnaissance operations, saw merit in Cody’s 
creations and appointed him Chief Kite Instruc-
tor, and it was while teaching both the Army and 
Royal Navy how to fly them and working on Brit-
ain’s first military airship, ‘Nulli Secundus’, that 
he made and tested a series of self-designed 
glider kites. By 1908 he had progressed via a 
large powered example to ‘British Army Aero-
plane No.1A’.

Following tweaks inspired by ground tests and 
short hops into the air, Cody was ready to at-
tempt the first powered sustained flight ever 
achieved in the UK. This he managed on October 
16, 1908 on what was then Farnborough Com-
mon – now TAG London Airport. Watched by a 
sizeable audience of army personnel, media and 
local citizens, he flew 75 yards eastward from 
the balloon shed to where the Aviator hotel is 
now sited. He then took to the air once more, 
this time for 27 seconds, during which he cov-
ered 1,390 feet and reach a height of up to 50ft. 

History had been made and Cody became a leg-
end overnight. He greatly furthered the science 
of flight until August 7, 1913, when his Cody VI 
bi-plane suffered a structural failure while flying 
over Farnborough and crashed, killing Cody and 
his passenger, W.H.B. Evans; a former Hamp-
shire cricketer. Cody was buried in Aldershot 
with full military honours. The funeral procession 
drew an estimated crowd of 100,000 people.

Opposite page, clockwise from the far left: a period  
image of the 24ft wind tunnel; 1943 Whittle jet engine; 

English Electric Lightning; Gottingen 0.5metre wind tunnel in 
front of a range of M and W-shaped wind tunnel test wings. 
Top right: Cody displaying one of his ‘man’ kites. Middle 

right: ‘British Army Aeroplane No.1A’ in flight. Bottom 
right: the Cody statue outside the FAST Museum
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Motorsport enthusiasts taking a weekend off from the hustle and bustle of Silverstone and Brands 
Hatch to treat their families to the sand and sea of Bexhill, must be bemused by the signs  
proclaiming the town as ‘The Birthplace of British Motor Racing’. But it was and, if the 8th  
Earl De La Warr had had his way, would doubtless be a thriving race venue to this day.

A colourful character, he was forever ex-
ploring ways to promote the rural Sussex 
village to that of fashionable seaside resort 
– à la Nice. To that end in 1896 he cre-
ated a ‘bicycling boulevard’ complete with 
chalet from where the public could hire  
examples of the new-fangled safety cycles. 
At the time, Britain’s embryo road system 
was hampered by a blanket speed limit 
of 14mph, so there was nowhere for the  
industry, or those wealthy enough to own 
a horseless carriage, to drive them at 
speed - thus emerged the idea of deploying  
Bexhill’s bicycling boulevard for motorsport. 

These shores had never experienced 
anything like the inaugural event of Whit-
sun 1902. Some 200 competing vehicles 
flooded into town from all over Britain and 
from across the Channel via the nearby 
ports. Bexhill was awash with everything 
from motorcycles to electric and steam-
powered motorcars; not to mention what 
the organisers classed as ‘Special Big Rac-
ers’ - eg the Napier of renowned competi-
tion driver S. F. Edge and Mors of C. S. 
Rolls; soon to be one half of Rolls-Royce. 
Other significant names in attendance  
included: Herbert Austin, founder of the  
Austin Motor Co., and Lord Northcliffe, the 
father of the Daily Mail. 

That year, the competition was run East 
to West, with the cars heading down the 
slope of Galley Hill to be timed electroni-
cally over the ensuing flying kilometre. This 
terminated between the bicycle chalet (that 
had been converted into a timing hut and 
viewing platform for the occasion) and the 
centre of operations – the newly-construct-
ed luxury Sackville Hotel. Up to 30,000 
people lined the route in order to witness 
the previously unseen (in the UK) spectacle 
of cars travelling at over 50mph.

In deference to the inherent danger of such 
out and out competition, only the smaller 
vehicles raced side-by-side, while the  
bigger ones ran against the clock alone. 
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There was also concern as to whether the 
primitive brakes of the faster contenders 
would prevent them crashing into the Earl’s 
decorative wrought-iron gates that marked 
the western boundary of the estate, but 
common sense and self-preservation  
prevailed.

The fastest time of the event (54.5mph) 
was recorded by Frenchman Leon Serpollet 
aboard the latest of his famous series of 
steam cars. Also competing was the similar  
vehicle in which he had established a 
new world record of 75.06mph along the 
Promenade des Anglais in Nice the month 
before. Christened the ‘Ouef de Pacques’, 
or ‘Easter Egg’, it now belonged to Wal-
ter Creyke, who’d just purchased it from 
Serpollet at the Cordingly Motor Show,  
Islington for the not inconsiderable sum of 
£2,000. 

Though not the outright winner in Bexhill, it 
was the World Record holding ‘Easter Egg’ 
that captured everybody’s imagination and 
a replica was created by a consortium of 
the Bexhill Motor Racing Heritage Group, 

Bexhill High School and local engineers in 
time for the town’s centenary racing cel-
ebrations in 2002 - it now resides in the 
town’s museum. There is also a tubular 
skeleton of the car opposite what used 
to be the Sackville Hotel – now the Sack-
ville Bar & Restaurant - while the premises 
themselves house a permanent display  
relating to the historic races.

The ever-energetic Earl intended there to 
be further motorsport events in 1902 and 
indefinitely thereafter, but an injunction by a 
local property developer initially spiked his 
progress. Nevertheless, other such meet-
ings were held on the seafront up to and 
including 1906 and then again in 1922 and 
1923, by which time racing on public roads 
had been outlawed. There was even a plan 
to build an eight mile circuit to the west 
of the town, complete with magnificent 
clubhouse and grandstand, but this lost 
out to Brooklands as one of four propos-
als for Britain’s first permanent motor rac-
ing track. Concours d’Elegance meetings 
were held on the seafront in the 1930s, 

and for 13 years from 1990 there was an 
annual extravaganza called the Bexhill 100  
Festival of Motoring that, at its peak, reput-
edly drew crowds of up to 100,000 people.

Bexhill’s contribution to motoring is encap-
sulated within a dedicated room at the town 
museum, where not only the speed trial story 
is fully explored, but that of Volta, a student-
built battery-powered record breaker from 
1993, and Elva, the much loved sports rac-
ing car manufacturer of the 1950s/1960s.  

Opposite page: Monsieur Serpollet and his  
‘Oeuf de Pacques’ – the stars of the 1902 Speed  
Trials. Above: the bicycle chalet was converted  
into a timing hut complete with viewing platform.  
Below: the 1904 event was held from West to East,  
so the upward slope of Galley Hill helped to slow the 
cars after they crossed the line

See www.bexhillmuseum.co.uk  
for further detail. 

BEXHILL  
BUT NOT AS YOU KNOW IT!
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BMH CONTESTED THE TWIN  
TOWN CHARITY CHALLENGE
And lived to tell this touching tale

Top: challenge No.3 - Quentin Willson signs the beer 
bottle. Above: team ‘Reverse Gear’ ready for the 

off. Below: on the front of the grid at Brands Hatch

www.motoringclassics.co.uk   www.bmh-ltd.com
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Of all the topics covered within the pages of 
Motoring Classics magazine, none has so 
far prompted a more impassioned reader re-
sponse than that about fuels for classic cars 
and, in particular, the possible ill effects of 
ethanol content. 

Said BMH’s Managing Director John Yea: “The very 
mention of the word seems enough to raise the 
blood pressure of some owners, many of whom 
have suffered fuel-related problems they feel are 
directly attributable to ethanol.

“BMH’s established role within the car industry  
is twofold:    
• To help prolong the life of British classics by   
 manufacturing and supplying replacement body  
 panels and/or complete shells  
 (see www.bmh-ltd.com).  
• To help optimise the driving experience of the   
 typical classic car owner via the provision of related  
 parts and accessories through our Motoring  
 Classics online store (www.motoringclassics.co.uk),  
 where we offer everything from brake upgrades to  
 leather luggage, and car covers to driving gloves.

“We felt that if the ethanol in pump fuels was of  
particular concern to our customers, then we 
should find a solution, and now we have. With  
immediate effect we are offering the choice of 
two types of ethanol-free fuel – ie VP Vintage  
Unleaded or VP Vintage Leaded. The supplier 
is the specialist American company VP Racing  
Fuels, whose product C12 is claimed to be 

the most successful fuel in US racing history.” 

Still relatively unknown in the UK, VP is the official 
supplier to 60 major race series and organising 
bodies around the globe, and boasts distributors 
in Central America, the Middle-East, Asia, Australia 
and Europe, and a rapidly-growing network of 1500 
dealers. 

Long shelf life, extra detonation protection, 
more power 
Both ethanol-free products have a shelf life of up to 
two years and offer extra protection against deto-
nation, as well as substantial increases in bhp and 
torque when compared with ordinary pump fuel.

They are available in 19-litre drums and can either 
be collected from VP’s central warehouse in St 
Helens, Merseyside or delivered direct to your door. 
A specially-designed easy-pour spout, complete with 
vent hole, is also available to ensure all the fuel goes 
exactly where it should.

The fuel specifications are:
VP Vintage Unleaded – Octane, 100; Colour, Light Red
VP Vintage Leaded – Octane, 100; Colour, Light Blue

For further details of the fuels and pouring spout, 
including prices, please email sales@bmh-ltd.com. 
Approaches from potential dealers are also welcome 
and should be forwarded to the same address.

Among the 60 bodies/events to which VP already supplies  
fuel are the Santa Pod Raceway and Isle of Man TT.

BMH to sell  
Ethanol-Free Fuels

The land-locked Oxfordshire town 
of Witney has been twinned with 
the sun-soaked seaside resort of Le 
Touquet for almost 30 years. In the  
immortal words of Michael Caine, 
‘not a lot of people know that’, though 
more do now as a result of the recent 
four-day Top Gear-esque Twin Town 
Challenge that ran between the two, 
and raised a stunning £100,000 for 
the Charlbury-based disability charity 
SpecialEffect.

Among the 48 competing teams was 
that of ‘Reverse Gear’ which comprised a 
feisty 1996 Rover 216 Coupe and four 
doughty members of British Motor Her-
itage (BMH) – in no particular order of 
talent they were: Derrick Jephcott, Dave 
Jeffs, Matt Street and Richard Gaunt. 
BMH’s chariot of choice complied with 
the rules by costing no more than £500. 
Following the fitting of a new clutch,  
water pump, thermostat and cam belt, 
and a lot of TLC, ‘P413 PWS’ was deemed 
ready to tackle the 1000-mile route, that 
included the Bugatti circuit at Le Mans 
and the lesser-known French race track,  
Croix-en-Ternois.

Described as non-competitive (yeh right!), 
the Twin Town event was based around 
12 challenges. No.3 (‘car-beer-etta sign-
ing’) was one of four pre-event tests and 
required a bottle of limited edition beer 
to be signed by a celebrity. Expertly com-
bining their love of cars and ale ‘Reverse 
Gear’ managed to capture the signature 
of renowned motoring TV presenter Quen-
tin Willson.

Challenge 9 (‘tyred & emotional’) took 
place at Croix-en-Ternois and needed 
the teams to remove their car’s N/S 
front wheel, replace it with the spare, re-
port to the centrally-placed marshal and 
then reverse the process, all against the 
clock. Presumably avid analysers of F1 pit 
stops, ‘Reverse Gear’ proved quickest of 
all in a mighty impressive time of under 
two minutes (…….does anybody have 
Ron Dennis’s phone number?). 

Despite occasionally hitting 7,500 on 
the rev-counter, the mighty Rover never 
missed a beat, a good time was had by 
‘Reverse Gear’ and all the other competi-
tors, and Anglo-French relations given a 
welcome boost along the way. Best of all, 
the £100,000 raised will make a major 

difference to SpecialEffect, the charity  
whose mission is to enable anyone, 
whatever their physical disability, to  
enjoy video games and leisure technology, 
and thereby kickstart their rehabilitation,  
self-esteem and, most importantly,  
inclusion. More detail at   
www.specialeffect.org.uk. 

BMH is very grateful to the local companies that  
supplied mechanical parts for the ‘Reverse Gear’ 
Rover, and Kumho for the set of tyres.

STOP 
PRESS!



So what does the field of motoring art 
include? Everybody will have their own 
thoughts, and there is an excellent book 
exploring the spectrum – it’s called The 
Motor Car in Art by John Zolomij, published 
by Haynes. In my view the sector encom-
passes paintings, illustrations, cartoons, 
prints, posters, sculpture, ceramics, tro-
phies, models, photographs and even po-
etry (yes, there have been several books 
of motoring verse published). However, for 
the purpose of this article I shall confine 
the definition to artworks on paper, board 
and canvas etc.

Whatever you collect, buy the work be-
cause you like it, or because it has some 
personal association, such as a favourite 
car - investment should be a secondary 
thought. Over recent years we have seen 
a slight strengthening of the ‘upper end’ 
of the market, whilst the cheaper material 
has lost value. What is the ‘upper end’? The 
best definition is the work of established 
UK artists such as: Gordon Crosby, Bryan 
De Grineau and Guy Lipscombe; the Ameri-
can Peter Helck; French painter Geo Ham; 
and Walter Gotschke from Germany. More 
recently deceased British artists whose  

work retains its value include: Terence Cu-
neo, Frank Wootton, Gordon Horner and, 
to a variable degree, Roy Nockolds. It is 
very difficult to list established current 
British artists, because I’d be bound to 
omit some people by accident. But, as a 
personal opinion, and in no specific order, 
we have the father and son artists Michael 
and Graham Turner, Stanley Rose, Dexter 
Brown, Barry Rowe, Peter Hearsey, Craig 
Warwick, Nicholas Watts and Alan Fearnley. 
For more information on British artists see 
my website www.motoringart.info.

Wheels
for the wall

A personal view by Tony Clark

Motoring art is a very wide field for collectors. If your pockets were deep enough you could 
collect the cars themselves, as it is hard to deny that some are pure art forms. Besides the 
beautiful flowing bodywork of some of the continental carrozziere, more recognisable cars 
have been literally decorated by artists – eg the BMWs which ran at Le Mans, one of which 
featured a ‘paint job’ by Andy Warhol. The British artist Dexter Brown has also put paint to 
car; most recently a Force India F1 racer which was auctioned for Charity in 2011.

Far left: Michael Turner’s picture 
of Alonso and Rosberg dicing at 
the 2013 Spanish GP, courtesy of 
www.studio88.co.uk

Right: Craig Warwick’s portrait of 
Jim Clark

Below: Bryan de Grineau’s  
depiction of Jules Goux driving a 
Peugeot in the 1912 French GP

Right: the ‘Old Bank House’ 
hostelry with motorists by Gordon 
Crosby, 1923

Left: Dexter Brown’s Force India 
‘paint job’, 2011
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All these painters have issued their works as 
prints; many of which are very collectable. But 
the advice must be to buy original work if you 
can afford it. Personally I would prefer to have a 
simple original pencil sketch than a print. How-
ever, like many collectors, I started gathering 
magazine cut-outs and freebee prints before I 
could afford original pieces. It is agreed that 
if you have a wall space to fill, a nice colour-
ful print is more acceptable than a small pencil 
drawing. But it does disturb me somewhat to 
see modern ‘limited edition’ prints selling for 
several hundreds of pounds when in many cas-
es they are only superior inkjet copies that can 
be printed to order. Older prints were produced 
by far more laborious processes and some 
were hand coloured; sometimes with a row of 
colourists (each with different colours of paint) 
passing prints along the line. Often prints can 
be signed either by the artist or perhaps the 
driver, or both, and this can add considerably 
to their desirability and value; particularly when 
the driver’s autograph is scarce.

What are the best sources motoring art? Most 
of the ‘upper end’ work passes through auc-
tion at some time in its life, but other places 
include eBay and the larger autojumbles. Mo-
toring friends and acquaintances are probably 
the best source. Auctions give some guarantee 
that a work is genuine, but you may end up pay-
ing 30% on top of the hammer price in com-
missions and VAT. There are a few specialist 
dealers in automobile art, while buying it direct 
from the artist is another good way of building 
up a collection. I much prefer to purchase com-
pleted works rather than commission a paint-
ing - somehow, commissions rarely satisfy my 
expectations. An excellent source for contact-
ing artists is via the Guild of Motoring Artists 
(www.motorart.co.uk) of which there are over 
30 members. The best way to sell motoring art 
is similar to purchasing – ie via auctions, eBay 
and taking a stand at an autojumble. Auctions 
do take high commissions plus there are insur-
ance and photography fees, however, they do 
get good prices from their worldwide clientele. 
Selling a painting to a friend or fellow member 
of a car club cuts out the commissions, so both 
parties benefit.

There is a huge supply of motoring art avail-
able to the collector, ranging from free items 
of posters etc handed out by manufacturers 
through to paintings costing tens of thousands 
of pounds. My original advice stands - collect 
it because you like it and want it on your wall. 

A collector of automobile art since the 1950s, 
Tony Clark has latterly been researching  
(particularly pre-war) British paint-
ers and their work. For more info see  
www.motoringart.info. 



FAST
FARNBOROUGH 
AIR SCIENCES TRUST

A great choice for a family day out 
The long history of the Royal Aircraft Establishment and its unique contribution to British and world 
aviation is encapsulated in the FAST museum. Come and share the story with us.

• Aircraft displays • A Whittle jet engine • Working wind tunnel • Concorde development display •
• Trident aircraft cockpit • Simulation of WWII aerial combat • Displays of early fl ying at Farnborough •

• The life story of Samuel Cody, pilot of the fi rst powered, sustained fl ight in Great Britain • 
• Large model aircraft collection • Shop • Picnic area • Free admission and free car parking •

One of the Top 10 geeky 
holiday spots on 

the planet… 
The Sunday Times

Trenchard House
85 Farnborough Road
Farnborough
Hampshire GU14 6TF
Enquiries: 01252 375050

www.airsciences.org.uk 
for opening times and more information
Reg charity no. 1040199
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